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formation of soldiers' councils even at Imperial headquarters,
there was a solid, well-disciplined coherent force, well armed and
well officered, which could very easily dispose of armed resistance
if, indeed, it could not do much else, That army was now coming
home. To the extremists it was the main danger, for it represented
precisely that power which Kerensky had lacked. Had the
Majority leaders been for a moment sincere in their desire even
for something so comparatively modest as a Socialist revolution,
their obvious course was to have closed the Socialist ranks and
flung on the army the onus of creating civil war, Instead, Kbert
made his bargain. If Hindcnburg and the officers' corps stayed at
their posts during the demobilization period—the danger period
—and supported him and his colleagues in the maintenance of
order, they on their side would deal firmly with Bolshevism,
While almost unbelievingly the nation realized that the dawn of
peace had really replaced the nightmare of war, lihcrt had already
settled the fate of Germany. No use was to be made of the
revolutionary situation; instead, the surviving forces of the old
regime were to be used against the revolution. In the succeeding
days Germany presented a curious spectacle, The blockade still
was maintained, the moral isolation continued,, but the nation
went about its own business. The chaos that was visible was more
apparent than real. While three-quarters of the army was quietiy
demobilizing itself, while excited crowds still thronged the streets,
while in every big town soldiers, sailors, and civilians went about
armed, normal life was being resumed. The frontiers saw the chaos
at its worst. In the west allied armies of occupation were following
hard on the heels of the retreating Germans,; a considerable
portion of German territory was to be separated for years from
the Reich. In the east new enemies, the Poles,, having started a
national revolution on German territory, were in actual conflict
with German troops for the possession of what was still legally
German territory and behind the Poles was the sinister menace
of a great revolutionary wave flooding silently in the track of the
retiring German Army of the east. Inside Germany the old regime
down to Hohenzollern eagles and officers' epaulettes vanished
overnight. Kings and princes had abdicated, Imperial statesmen

